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In the Blink of an Eye Written by a seasoned professional, Viers explains how to achieve Hollywood-quality
sound that will make productions stand out from the rest.
Dear Evan Hansen Holman covers the broad field of sound accompanying pictures, from the basics
through recording, editing and mixing for theatrical films, documentaries and television shows. In each
area, theory is followed by practical sections.
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Producing Great Sound for Film and Video Sound has always been an integral component of the
moviegoing experience. Even during the so-called “silent era,” motion pictures were regularly
accompanied by live music, lectures, and sound effects. Today, whether we listen to movies in booming
Dolby theaters or on tiny laptop speakers, sonic elements hold our attention and guide our emotional
responses. Yet few of us are fully aware of the tremendous collaborative work, involving both artistry and
technical wizardry, required to create that cinematic soundscape. Sound, the latest book in the Behind the
Silver Screen series, introduces key concepts, seminal moments, and pivotal figures in the development of
cinematic sound. Each of the book’s six chapters cover a different era in the history of Hollywood, from
silent films to the digital age, and each is written by an expert in that period. Together, the book’s
contributors are able to explore a remarkable range of past and present film industry practices, from the
hiring of elocution coaches to the marketing of soundtrack records. Not only does the collection highlight
the achievements of renowned sound designers and film composers like Ben Burtt and John Williams, it
also honors the unsung workers whose inventions, artistry, and performances have shaped the
soundscapes of many notable movies. After you read Sound, you’ll never see—or hear—movies in quite
the same way. Sound is a volume in the Behind the Silver Screen series—other titles in the series include
Acting; Animation; Art Direction and Production Design; Cinematography; Costume, Makeup, and Hair;
Directing; Editing and Special Visual Effects; Producing; and Screenwriting.
Digital Filmmaking For Kids For Dummies Dialogue editing is a crucial yet invisible part of filmmaking. Do it
right, and no one notices. Do it wrong, and your film or video sounds messy, distracting, and unrealistic.
This is a book for people who need to edit production sound for film, TV, or video but were never taught
how to do it. It goes step by step through the process and covers all the workflows you are likely to
encounter. Efficient working practices are emphasized throughout, so you learn to save time and avoid
needless repetition. Many dialogue editors are hobbled by a lack of understanding of the non-sound
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aspects of filmmaking. Unlike editors who cut effects, backgrounds or Foley, a dialogue editor's work is
directly affected by what has gone on before. How a film was shot, recorded and edited will dramatically
influence the dialogue editing process. Much of this book, then, deals with things which at first glance don't
appear to be dialogue. You will find overviews of film picture and sound postproduction--film, tape, NTSC,
PAL, 24p, and HD. There are summaries of film picture editing, OMF manipulation, and ADR
management.
On Film Editing This introductory, comprehensive text of audio practices is for both production and postproduction sound. It emphasizes the importance of recording the sound properly on the set and also
explains the post-production audio process as a creative collaboration that enhances the story and is not
merely a fix for various audio problems. This book guides readers through a series of exercises to better
understand the relationships between the gear and practices required for optimal recordings and mixes.
Rather than merely explain the concepts of sound wave propagation, the electronics of how sound is
recorded, or the acoustics of sound reverberation in spaces, these exercises are designed to demonstrate
and reinforce these crucial ideas. This systematic approach from simple recording through sound editing
and mixing gives aspiring sound technicians valuable hands/ears-on experience so they can achieve the
same professional quality as those working in the industry!"
Production Sound Mixing (E-Z Play Today). 9 selections from this Tony Award winning Broadway musical,
arranged in our easy to read and play E-Z Play Today notation. Includes: For Forever * Good for You * If I
Could Tell Her * Only Us * Sincerely, Me * So Big/So Small * Waving Through a Window * Words Fail *
You Will Be Found.
Out of Order Practical Art of Motion Picture Sound, 4th edition relies on the professional experience of the
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author and other top sound craftspeople to provide a comprehensive explanation of film sound, including
mixing, dubbing, workflow, budgeting, and digital audio techniques.
Dialogue Editing for Motion Pictures Making music for the movies is a complicated, involved, and
challenging process. Music Editing for Film and Television covers the practical skills needed to
successfully hone your craft. Through an overview of the music editing process, this book will equip you
with detailed techniques to solve musical problems encountered during editing. An abundance of
interviews with well-known professionals provide a wide range of perspectives on music editing for film,
while special features address an array of projects, from a low-budget documentary, to a Hollywood
blockbuster, to indie projects.
Practical Art of Motion Picture Sound Winner of the 2010 Non-Fiction National Book Award Patti Smith's
evocative, honest and moving coming-of-age story of her extraordinary relationship with the artist Robert
Mapplethorpe
Post Sound Design Offers user-friendly knowledge and stimulating exercises to help compose story,
develop characters and create emotion through skillful creation of the sound track.
Sound New to this edition: * Learn how many Hollywood techniques--previously impractical on video--can
help solve problems on smaller productions * Expanded cookbook recipes section * Technically updated
throughout Make your soundtracks as good as your pictures with this compendium of professional audio
techniques that can be adapted to desktop post. Specializing in sound after the shoot, this book features
many practical examples, cookbook recipes, and tutorials. Audio theory, when necessary, is presented in
plain English with plenty of visual analogies. FAQs, full explanations, and from-the-trenches tips address
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the complete range of processes from wiring and hardware to testing the final mix. The one-hour audio CD
features platform-independent diagnostics, demonstrations, and tutorial tracks. Novices will learn how to
improve their soundtrack--even after the actors have gone home. Experienced producers will learn how to
solve technical and creative problems quickly. You'll get recipes and step-by-step instructions on how to: *
build an efficient and reliable audio post setup * plan and budget a good soundtrack * get sound into your
NLE without losing quality or sync * edit voices and music * record Foley and ADR * find music and use it
effectively * find and create your own sound effects * shape sounds with equalization, reverb, noise
reduction, and more * produce the final mix * test the final product for various media Please visit the
author's website for additional resources: http://www.dplay.com/book/app
Overhearing Film Dialogue
Audio Post Production Conducting the first comprehensive study of films that do not move, Justin Remes
challenges the primacy of motion in cinema and tests the theoretical limits of film aesthetics and
representation. Reading experimental films such as Andy Warhol's Empire (1964), the Fluxus work
Disappearing Music for Face (1965), Michael Snow's So Is This (1982), and Derek Jarman's Blue (1993),
he shows how motionless films defiantly showcase the static while collapsing the boundaries between
cinema, photography, painting, and literature. Analyzing four categories of static film--furniture films,
designed to be viewed partially or distractedly; protracted films, which use extremely slow motion to
impress stasis; textual films, which foreground the static display of letters and written words; and
monochrome films, which display a field of monochrome color as their image--Remes maps the
interrelations between movement, stillness, and duration and their complication of cinema's conventional
function and effects. Arguing all films unfold in time, he suggests duration is more fundamental to cinema
than motion, initiating fresh inquiries into film's manipulation of temporality, from rigidly structured works to
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those with more ambiguous and open-ended frameworks. Remes's discussion integrates the writings of
Roland Barthes, Gilles Deleuze, Tom Gunning, Rudolf Arnheim, Raymond Bellour, and Noel Carroll and
will appeal to students of film theory, experimental cinema, intermedia studies, and aesthetics.
The Foley Grail Dialogue editing is a crucial yet invisible part of filmmaking. Do it right, and no one notices.
Do it wrong, and your film or video sounds messy, distracting, and unrealistic. This is a book for people
who need to edit production sound for film, TV, or video but were never taught how to do it. It goes step by
step through the process and covers all the workflows you are likely to encounter. Efficient working
practices are emphasized throughout, so you learn to save time and avoid needless repetition. Many
dialogue editors are hobbled by a lack of understanding of the non-sound aspects of filmmaking. Unlike
editors who cut effects, backgrounds or Foley, a dialogue editor's work is directly affected by what has
gone on before. How a film was shot, recorded and edited will dramatically influence the dialogue editing
process. Much of this book, then, deals with things which at first glance don't appear to be dialogue. You
will find overviews of film picture and sound postproduction--film, tape, NTSC, PAL, 24p, and HD. There
are summaries of film picture editing, OMF manipulation, and ADR management.
Nomadland: Surviving America in the Twenty-First Century Most moviegoers think of editing and special
effects as distinct components of the filmmaking process. We might even conceive of them as polar
opposites, since effective film editing is often subtle and almost invisible, whereas special effects
frequently call attention to themselves. Yet, film editors and visual effects artists have worked hand-inhand from the dawn of cinema to the present day. Editing and Special/Visual Effects brings together a
diverse range of film scholars who trace how the arts of editing and effects have evolved in tandem.
Collectively, the contributors demonstrate how these two crafts have been integral to cinematic history,
starting with the “trick films” of the early silent era, which astounded audiences by splicing in or editing out
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key frames, all the way up to cutting-edge effects technologies and concealed edits used to create the
illusions. Throughout, readers learn about a variety of filmmaking techniques, from classic Hollywood’s
rear projection and matte shots to the fast cuts and wall-to-wall CGI of the contemporary blockbuster. In
addition to providing a rich historical overview, Editing and Special/Visual Effects supplies multiple
perspectives on these twinned crafts, introducing readers to the analog and digital tools used in each craft,
showing the impact of changes in the film industry, and giving the reader a new appreciation for the
processes of artistic collaboration they involve.
Divergent Series Boxed Set Screenwriting looks at the foundation on which every great film is built—the
script. Whether an original concept or an adaptation, the screenplay is the key to the success of a
movie—good dialogue, story pacing, and character development are the framework everything else hangs
on. Featuring in-depth interviews with modern masters of film including Stephen Gaghan, Guillermo
Arriaga, Caroline Thompson, Hossein Amini, and Jean-Claude Carrière, this book reveals the mysteries
behind how the best scripts are written and reach the screen.
Grammar of the Edit The inspiration for Chloé Zhao's 2020 Golden Lion award-winning film starring
Frances McDormand. "People who thought the 2008 financial collapse was over a long time ago need to
meet the people Jessica Bruder got to know in this scorching, beautifully written, vivid, disturbing (and
occasionally wryly funny) book." —Rebecca Solnit From the beet fields of North Dakota to the
campgrounds of California to Amazon’s CamperForce program in Texas, employers have discovered a
new, low-cost labor pool, made up largely of transient older adults. These invisible casualties of the Great
Recession have taken to the road by the tens of thousands in RVs and modified vans, forming a growing
community of nomads. Nomadland tells a revelatory tale of the dark underbelly of the American
economy—one which foreshadows the precarious future that may await many more of us. At the same
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time, it celebrates the exceptional resilience and creativity of these Americans who have given up ordinary
rootedness to survive, but have not given up hope.
Looking at Movies Comprises a revised second edition of film editor Walter Murch's thought-provoking
essay on the art and process of film editing. Originally published in 1992, revisions take new technologies
such as digital editing into account. c. Book News Inc.
Audio Postproduction for Film and Video The latest hot camera is pretty irrelevant if one can't understand
what's happening on screen. The key to any narrative is in the dialogue and voice over, but if this is
unintelligible or difficult to hear, viewers will soon lose interest. With real world applications and a narrative
to keep the reader's interest, Production Sound Mixing is the indispensable guide for film and video audio
recording. Written by veteran sound mixer John J. Murphy, the book offers a step by step collaborative
journey through the basic physics of sound, concluding with a practical guide of the latest techniques and
equipment available to all who are interested in the best audio for their projects. Structured to mimic a
14-week semester, each chapter begins with an audio problem to be solved and ends with a solution
drawn from information gleaned from past chapters. Suggested movie scenes that demonstrate the
relevant audio techniques will also be included. Equally applicable to studio and location recording, the
book is oriented toward commonly accessible environments such as conference rooms, hallways,
beaches, car interiors, bathrooms, and so on. The intent is to allow the student to make the best of a
location no matter how challenging it might be. Most importantly, this book will make one aware of the
potential of sound on screen, for it is truly 50% of the viewing experience.
FilmCraft: Screenwriting "Make your film and video projects sound as good as they look with this popular
guide. Learn practical, timesaving ways to get better recordings, solve problems with existing audio,
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create compelling tracks, and boost your filmmaking to the next level! In this fourth edition of Producing
Great Sound for Film and Video, audio guru Jay Rose revises his popular text for a new generation of
filmmakers. You'll find real world advice and practical guidelines for every aspect of your soundtrack:
planning and budgeting, field and studio recording, editing, sound effects and music, audio repair and
processing, and mixing. The combination of solid technical information and a clear, step-by-step approach
has made this the go-to book for producers and film students for over a decade. This new edition includes:
- Insights and from-the-trenches tips from film and video professionals - Advice on how to get the best
results from new equipment including DSLRs and digital recorders - Downloadable diagnostics and audio
examples you can edit on your own computer - Instruction for dealing with new regulations for wireless
mics and broadcast loudness - Techniques that work with any software or hardware - An expanded "How
Do I Fix This?" section to help you solve problems quickly - An all new companion website
(www.GreatSound.info) with audio and video tutorial files, demonstrations, and diagnostics Whether
you're an aspiring filmmaker who wants rich soundtracks that entertain and move an audience, or an
experienced professional looking for a reference guide, Producing Great Sound for Film and Video, Fourth
Edition has the information you need"-The Practical Art of Motion Picture Sound Practical Art of Motion Picture Sound embraces the subject of
sound for films. Based on the experience of the author and other top sound craftspeople, this book
provides numerous real-life examples and relevant technical data. It also is firmly grounded in practical
techniques and it will show you an appreciation of all the processes involved in creating motion picture
sound, from how to achieve great sound despite a small budget and less-than-perfect recording conditions
to steps you will need to take to create an artful audio experience. This edition is completely revised and
expanded, and the most popular sound editing systems, Pro Tools and Final Cut Pro, are covered indepth. The accompanying NEW DVD presents demonstration material as well as a large library of sound
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effects, while numerous charts, illustrations, and photographs help to demonstrate techniques and
common industry practices. Among other topics, Practical Art of Motion Picture Sound, Third Edition
includes: . Preproduction planning . Production tips . Sound design . Sound editing . ADR and looping .
Using Pro Tools . Using Nagra's analog and digital systems . Custom recording sound effects
Dialogue Editing for Motion Pictures This second edition of Cut by Cut: Editing Your Film or Video covers
the current landscape of postproduction process, taking the reader step by step through the editor's
journey from receiving dailies to delivering on film, tape, file, or disk for YouTube, cinema, Blu-ray, or TV.
The book guides the filmmaker through the operation of digital editing systems, sound and music editing
and the mix, and tape, tapeless, and film workflows. The middle section lasers in on how to edit the
footage: Make cuts, video effects, overlaps, and cheat shots as well as how to approach different genres
such as comedy, documentary, drama, and music videos. The final section takes on music and sound
editing and the mix, and wraps up by describing finishing processes including online, negative cutting, and
DI processes.
The Technique of Film and Video Editing
Just Kids On Film Editing explains, in simple terms, the principles of film editing, using examples and
anecdotes. Written in an informal "how-to-do-it" style, renowned director Edward Dmytyrk shares his
expertise and experience in film editing in an anecdotal and philosophical way. In On Film Editing, Dmytryk
contends that many technicians and professionals on the film crew-- from the cameraman and his
assistants to the producer and director-- must understand film editing to produce a truly polished work. In
this book he explains in layman's terms the principles of film editing, using examples and anecdotes from
almost five decades in the film industry.
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The Location Sound Bible This work contains the number one New York Times bestsellers 'Divergent',
'Insurgent', and 'Allegiant'.
Postmodern Hollywood Post Sound Design provides a practical introduction to the fascinating craft of
editing and replacing dialog, creating Foley and sound effects, editing music, and balancing these
elements to a final mix. Based on years of experience and teaching this material to students at Drexel
University, award-winning film composer John Avarese offers user-friendly knowledge and stimulating
exercises to help compose story, develop characters and create emotion through skillful creation of the
sound track. Starting each chapter with a real-life example, the textbook is structured in such a way to
create a fundamental understanding of the physics and the biological foundation of hearing, and putting it
into practice with suggested movie scenes demonstrating the discussed audio techniques. Post Sound
Design engagingly demonstrates the individual areas essential to creating a soundtrack that will enhance
any media production.
Motion(less) Pictures Guides the serious Christian moviegoer into theological conversation with the
movies. This second edition cites an additional 200 movies and includes new film photos.
Conversations with God for Teens A larger-than-life narrative of the making of the classic film, marking the
rise of America as a superpower, the ascent of Hollywood celebrity, and the flowering of Texas culture as
mythology. Featuring James Dean, Rock Hudson, and Elizabeth Taylor, Giant is an epic film of fame and
materialism, based around the discovery of oil at Spindletop and the establishment of the King Ranch of
south Texas. Isolating his star cast in the wilds of West Texas, director George Stevens brought together a
volatile mix of egos, insecurities, sexual proclivities, and talent. Stevens knew he was overwhelmed with
Hudson’s promiscuity, Taylor’s high diva-dom, and Dean’s egotistical eccentricity. Yet he coaxed
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performances out of them that made cinematic history, winning Stevens the Academy Award for Best
Director and garnering nine other nominations, including a nomination for Best Actor for James Dean, who
died before the film was finished. In this compelling and impeccably researched narrative history of the
making of the film, Don Graham chronicles the stories of Stevens, whose trauma in World War II
intensified his ambition to make films that would tell the story of America; Edna Ferber, a considerable
literary celebrity, who meets her match in the imposing Robert Kleberg, proprietor of the vast King Ranch;
and Glenn McCarthy, an American oil tycoon; and Errol Flynn lookalike with a taste for Hollywood. Drawing
on archival sources Graham’s Giant is a comprehensive depiction of the film’s production showing readers
how reality became fiction and fiction became cinema.
The Sound Effects Bible From the basics of using camera, handheld, lavalier, and shotgun microphones to
camera calibration and mixer set-ups, Location Audio Simplified unlocks the secrets to clean and clear
broadcast quality audio no matter what challenges you face. Author Dean Miles applies his twenty-plus
years of experience as a professional location operator to teach the skills, techniques, tips, and secrets
needed to produce high-quality production sound on location. Humorous and thoroughly practical, the
book covers a wide array of topics, such as: * location selection * field mixing * booming techniques * using
different kinds of microphones (including wireless systems) and booming * camera calibration, interview
techniques, and much more Learn the secrets of a real-world professional with easy-to-follow, nontechnical tips and techniques that you can apply in the field on your own projects immediately. The book
follows the companion Location audio Simplified online course,
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/locationaudiosimplified , to bring Dean's teaching to life. Make sure to check
out the Location Crew website for more location audio goodness! www.locationcrew.com
Music Editing for Film and Television Master classic and cutting-edge Foley techniques that will allow you
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to create rich, convincing sound for any medium, be it film, television, radio, podcasts, animation, or
games. In The Foley Grail, Second Edition award-winning Foley artist Vanessa Theme Ament teaches you
how Foley is designed, crafted, and edited for any project, right down to the nuts and bolts of spotting,
cueing, and performing sounds. Various renowned sound artists provide a treasure trove of shortcuts, hot
tips, and other tricks of the trade. This new edition features: Entirely new chapters dedicated to Foley in
games, television, broadcasting, and animation, as well as what is new in sound for media education All
new sound "recipes" that include proven Foley methods you can immediately use on your own projects
New case studies from well-known films, shows, games, and animations Interviews with current sound
artists from across the globe An extensive companion website (www.focalpress.com/cw/ament) featuring
video demonstrations of Foley artists at work, video tutorials of specific Foley techniques, lectures from the
author, and much more
Sound Design Looks at the varied manifestations of postmodernism in an array of popular American films
from the 1950s forward.
Reel Spirituality (Berklee Guide). Learn the essential skills to enter the audio post-production industry.
This book offers a broad coverage of audio post production, including the four basic elements: dialogue,
music, sound effects, and Foley effects. You will learn strategies for working with composers, music
supervisors, and dialogue and sound effect editors, and explore techniques on how to edit songs to fit a
scene, record dialogue replacement, cue Foley effects for a scene, as well as many more. In addition, you
will learn how to prepare for a pre-dub or temp mix (to group and sub-mix tracks into stems for the final
dub), create the final dub, and prepare the mix for foreign distribution and final delivery. By learning the
tools and strategies used by working professionals, you will have an advantage to participate effectively in
this fast-paced environment, as well as applying these skills to independent projects. Includes foreword,
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introduction, afterword, author biography and index.
Giant Offers user-friendly knowledge and stimulating exercises to help compose story, develop characters
and create emotion through skillful creation of the sound track.
Location Audio Simplified If you want to get to grips with editing, this book sets down, in a simple,
uncomplicated way, the fundamental knowledge you will need to make a good edit between two shots.
Regardless of what you are editing, the problem of learning how to be a good editor remains the same.
This book concentrates on where and how an edit is made and teaches you how to answer the simple
question: 'What do I need to do in order to make a good edit between two shots?' Simple, elegant, and
easy to use, Grammar of the Edit is a staple of the filmmaker's library.
Sound for Film and Television The easy way for kids to get started with filmmaking If you've been bitten by
the filmmaking bug—even if youdon't have a background in video or access to fancyequipment—Digital
Filmmaking For Kids makes it easy toget up and running with digital filmmaking! This fun and friendlyguide
walks you through a ton of cool projects that introduce youto all stages of filmmaking. Packed with fullcolor photos,easy-to-follow instruction, and simple examples, it shows you howto write a script, create a
storyboard, pick a set, light a scene,master top-quality sound, frame and shoot, edit, add specialeffects,
and share your finished product with friends or a globalaudience. Anyone can take a selfie or upload a silly
video toYouTube—but it takes practice and skill to shootprofessional-looking frames and make your own
short film. Writtenby a film and video professional who has taught hundreds ofstudents, this kid-accessible
guide provides you with hands-onprojects that make it fun to learn all aspects of video production,from
planning to scripting to filming to editing. Plus, it includesaccess to videos that highlight and demonstrate
skills covered inthe book, making learning even easier and less intimidating tograsp. Create a film using
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the tools at hand Plan, script, light and shoot your video Edit and share your film Plan a video project from
start to finish If you're a student aged 7–16 with an interest in creatingand sharing your self-made video,
this friendly guide lights theway for your start in digital filmmaking.
Cut by Cut This edition provides a detailed look at the artistic and aesthetic principles and practices of
editing for both picture and sound. It also contains up-to-date information on the influences of MTV and
commercials, and new technologies.
Dialogue Editing for Motion Pictures Most video and film editors understand that the story is central to their
work and that editing choices need to serve the telling of that story in the best way possible. What they
may not know, however, are all the valuable techniques to making this craft appear seamless and part of
the busy editor’s normal workflow. This book takes an approach to editing that both beginners and
intermediate editors will find refreshing. While other books approach the topic of editing by teaching the
functions of the editing software, this book explains how you can make smart choices and use those
functions to affect the story. In the book you’ll learn workflow tips, time saving techniques, linear and nonlinear theory, cutting techniques, enhancing emotion through music and sound effects, leveling and
mastering audio, color correction, and most importantly, the role editing can have on the telling of the story.
Additional techniques are shown through multiple step-by-step videos available on the author’s site as well
as clips from a documentary the author created on editing.
Editing and Special/Visual Effects Through informative discussion of dozens of classic and contemporary
films - from "Bringing Up Baby" to "Terms of Endearment", from "Stagecoach" to "Reservoir Dogs"--This
text provides a full-length study of the use of dialogue in American film.
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Early Motion Pictures Suppose you could ask God any question and get an answer. What would it be?
Young people all over the world have been asking those questions. So Neale Donald Walsch, author of the
internationally bestselling Conversations with God series had another conversation. Conversations with
God for Teens is a simple, clear, straight-to-the-point dialogue that answers teens questions about God,
money, sex, love, and more. Conversations with God for Teens reads like a rap session at a church youth
group, where teenagers discuss everything they ever wanted to know about life but were too afraid to ask
God. Walsch acts as the verbal conduit, showing teenagers how easy it is to converse with the divine.
When Claudia, age 16, from Perth, Australia, asks, "Why can't I just have sex with everybody? What's the
big deal?", the answer God offers her is: "Nothing you do will ever be okay with everybody. 'Everybody' is a
large word. The real question is can you have sex and have it be okay with you?" There's no doubt that the
casual question-and-answer format will help make God feel welcoming and accessible to teens.
Conversations with God for Teens is the perfect gift purchase for parents, grandparents, and anyone else
who wants to provide accessible spiritual content for the teen(s) in their lives.
Audio Production and Postproduction Produce professional level dialogue tracks with industry-proven
techniques and insights from an Emmy Award winning sound editor. Gain innovative solutions to common
dialogue editing challenges such as room tone balancing, noise removal, perspective control, finding and
using alternative takes, and even time management and postproduction politics. In Dialogue Editing for
Motion Pictures, Second Edition veteran film sound editor John Purcell arms you with classic as well as
cutting-edge practices to effectively edit dialogue for film, TV, and video. This new edition offers: A fresh
look at production workflows, from celluloid to Digital Cinema, to help you streamline your editing
Expanded sections on new software tools, workstations, and dialogue mixing, including mixing "in the box"
Fresh approaches to working with digital video and to moving projects from one workstation to another An
insider’s analysis of what happens on the set, and how that affects the dialogue editor Discussions about
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the interweaving histories of film sound technology and film storytelling Eye-opening tips, tricks, and
insights from film professionals around the globe A companion website (www.focalpress.com/cw/purcell)
with project files and video examples demonstrating editing techniques discussed in the book Don’t allow
your dialogue to become messy, distracting, and uncinematic! Do dialogue right with John Purcell’s allinclusive guide to this essential yet invisible art.
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